ABSTRACT In order to detect the high-speed target for frequency agile (FA) radar, a coherent integration method is proposed in this paper. Making full use of the characteristics of the FA radar, the echoes are classified after pulse compression according to carrier frequency and then processed separately. For echoes of the same carrier frequency, keystone transform is applied to correct the range migration and Doppler frequency ambiguity, due to high speed, is compensated based on radon transform. Then, the ambiguous velocity for different carrier frequencies is adjusted to be the same by phase compensation, and the coherent integration is achieved by chirp-z transform for echoes of the same carrier frequency. After carrier frequency rearrangement, a frequency-velocity plane is constructed, and the target's energy is further accumulated by inverse Fourier transform during frequency. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of the proposed method for a high-speed target; meanwhile, the good performances of the proposed method on detection probability, estimation accuracy, and computational efficiency are shown by comparisons with three other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of science technology, especially electronic countermeasure (ECM) [1] , [2] and electronic countercountermeasure (ECCM) [3] , [4] , increasing the capability of anti-jamming for radar system means the improvement of survivability in battlefield, which is significant in information war [5] . Frequency agile (FA) radar can switch the carrier frequency of pulses flexibly in a certain band, it provides the advantages of enhanced jam resistance and low probability of interception [6] . In addition, FA radar shows good performance on clutter inhibition, detection probability and range resolution [7] , [8] . Therefore, FA radar plays an important role in electronic warfare leading to extensive attention and practical application.
Target detection is the main application of radar system, and the integration is an important approach to detection. Coherent integration is one of the integration methods, which owns higher SNR compared with incoherent integration. At present, some methods have been proposed for coherent integration using FA radar. For example, on the basis of irregular pulse repetition interval (PRI), Chen, et al. realize the coherent integration by phase compensation, and the cost function, which can measure the compensation performance, is selected as peak value [9] . A coherent signal processing method for FA radar is proposed by Zhou et al. [10] . In this method, the coherent integration is realized by phase compensation, but the cost function here is selected as waveform entropy. Each of the methods in [9] and [10] combines the phase compensation and cost function to achieve coherent integration for FA radar. In the case of across range unit (ARU) effect or Doppler frequency ambiguity, these two methods are still effective. Thus, they can be applied to high-speed target. However, increasing the carrier frequency interval or prolonging the integration time will increase the computational load of the method. In addition, when some prior information of targets to be detected cannot be obtained, the searching area in the parameter space will be unpredictable and the complexity of searching process will be greatly increased. Except for phase compensation methods, Wang,et al. propose coherent Radon transform (CRT) in the case of frequency agility, based on which some methods have been designed for coherent integration in FA radar. In [11] , a FA-CRT is proposed, but it is under the narrowband model assumption. For long distance high-speed target, the long pulses are usually used which increases the time-width product. In this case, the narrowband FA-CRT will suffer from SNR loss. In order to cope with the high-speed target detection problem, Wang, et al. improve FA-CRT and integrate a wideband model into the method [12] . The start point of methods in [11] and [12] is target trajectory searching, and the coherent integration is realized by CRT among pulses. In addition, the ARU effect and Doppler frequency ambiguity can be addressed without compensation. The method in [12] is the improvement of method in [11] . It can be applied to high-speed target. However, the trajectory searching is still a computationally intensive process, especially when lacking of prior information.
Combining the four methods above, we can get some conclusions. On one hand, although the principles of these methods are different, they are all effective for high-speed target except method in [11] . On the other hand, there is moving parameter searching regardless of method, and the computational complexity is influenced by the prior information. The more the prior information, the less the searching time. After looking up a lot of literature in this field, it can be found that little literature has been published up to now, which can be applied to high-speed target and the computational complexity is not affected by prior information simultaneously.
Motivated by previous work, we proposed a coherent integration method for FA radar. It can achieve coherent integration for high-speed target without ARU effect. Not only that, the computational complexity is not affected by prior information. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the signal model is established and the problems for high-speed target in FA radar are analyzed. Section III provides the principle of the proposed method in detail, and the procedure is summarized in the end. Section IV gives the simulation results and Section V analyzes the performance by comparisons. The conclusions of this paper are drawn in the last section.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
The FA signal is constructed by several pulse trains, that is, bursts, and every burst consists of N continuous pulses, whose pulse-width, bandwidth and PRIs are constant but carrier frequencies vary in a fix set F = {f i |f i = f 0 + i f , i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, where f 0 is nominal frequency, f is the frequency variation interval. The frequency points of each burst contain all elements in F. The transmitting signal of j-th pulse in i-th burst can be represented as
where f ij denotes carrier frequency, and f ij ∈ F. Liner frequency modulated (LFM) signal p(t) = rect(
) exp(j2π γ t 2 ) is adopted as baseband waveform, where T p denotes pulsewidth, and γ is the modulation rate.
Suppose there is a target moving uniformly towards radar at initial range R. The radial velocity is v. Then, the baseband echo can be written as
where t is fast-time,
T r is PRI, and A ij is target reflectivity, which is considered as a constant for the same carrier frequency. Performing Fourier transform (FT) of (2) during fast-time, we obtain
Multiplying (3) with pulse compression (PC) function
Doing inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to (4), we have the following equation
On one hand, (5) indicates that the target's envelope changes linearly with slow time due to target motion. Once the offset exceeds the range resolution, the ARU effect would occur. In this case, the target's energy is distributed into several range cells after integration and the ARU problem will get worse with faster target's velocity. On the other hand, because of the frequency agility, the adjacent echo in (5) does not satisfy the fixed phase difference making troubles for coherent integration. The problems indicated by (5) are the starting points of the algorithm design.
It is worth pointing out that when target moves at a uniform acceleration, the acceleration will lead to range curvature and Doppler broadening. If the quantities exceed the Doppler resolution of the radar system, it would come across the Doppler frequency migration (DFM) effect. In this case, serious energy dispersal will occur in range and Doppler domain.
III. PRINCIPAL OF THE PROPOSED METHOD A. RANGE MIGRATION CORRECTION
We do PC to echoes of M continuous bursts, then for arbitrary frequency f i in F, keep the result of PC for f i and set that for other carrier frequencies zero. Thus, the result of PC can be rewritten as
where the range of m is the integral in [0, . Note that the slow-time in (6) has been discretized as t m = mT r , and I i is the index of pulses whose carrier frequency is f i . Keystone transform (KT) is employed to deal with the ARU effect due to high-speed [13] , [14] . It eliminates the coupling relationship between slow-time and frequency domain of fast-time by variable substitution, whose expression is m =
m, where m denotes the virtual time. Substituting it into (6), we have
Equation (7) is the mathematical expression of KT, which can be realized by interpolation, and there are also fast implementations for KT. After interpolation, we can find that I i is slightly different from I i and that when m /
, and thus we have the similar conclusions, if the following operations are done only during fast-time. For convenience, we only give the expression when m ∈ I i in the following analysis.
After IFT the result of KT can be obtained as
, which is the target's Doppler frequency for f i . From (8) we can see that the target's envelope has been aligned to t i_peak = 2R c , which is only determined by initial range. In the case of multiple targets, there will be more independent components in baseband echo, which does not influence the variable substitution, and the range migration can be eliminated without interaction effect. Thus, KT is still effective when there are multiple targets.
B. COMPENSATION FOR DOPPLER FREQUENCY AMBIGUITY
The coupling relationship can be eliminated successfully by KT. Nevertheless, in the case of high-speed and low pulse repetition frequency (PRF), it is highly possible that the Doppler frequency ambiguity would occur remaining the ARU effect unsolved thoroughly. In this case, the target's true Doppler frequency for arbitrary carrier frequency f i can be expressed as
where f i_amb , k i and f r are the ambiguous Doppler frequency, Doppler ambiguity factor, and PRF, respectively. Equation (6), in subsection 3.1, is the result of PC for echoes of same carrier frequency. Performing IFT to (6) during fast-time, than we can get s i (t, m), from which we can find that when m ∈ I i , the envelope peak appears at
t changes linearly with m, which is shown as a dashed line l in Fig. 1 . The slope of l is related to the target's unambiguous velocity whose expression is v = v i_amb + k i v i_ max , where v i_amb is ambiguous velocity, and v i_ max = cf r 2f i representing the max unambiguous velocity. Thus, the Doppler ambiguity factor k i can be calculated, if the slope is known.
From the above analysis, Radon transform (RT) accumulates the signal amplitude along a straight line defined by distance ρ and inclination angle θ in polar coordinates [15] , [16] , which is defined as
where f (t, t m ) denotes the line for integration, t = ρ sin θ + u cos θ , t m = ρ cos θ − u sin θ , −∞ < ρ < ∞, 0 < θ < π . Fig. 1 shows that the projection axis corresponding to the integral maximum is vertical to the dashed line l, then the optical inclination angle can be obtained as well as the Doppler ambiguity factor.
When there exist multiple targets simultaneously, more dashed lines will appear in Fig. 2 . As long as the parameter differences of dashed lines are not too small, RT is still effective.
We employ RT to |s i (t, m)|. The slope of the dashed line in Fig. 1 is
c . According to the geometrical relationship, we can derive the optical inclination angle as The unambiguous velocity can be coarsely estimated aŝ
Then, the Doppler ambiguity factor can be obtained viâ
where means bottom integral function. Note that since the Doppler ambiguity factor is an integral, the searching step of angle can be relatively bigger, andv is only an intermediate with low estimation accuracy. With the estimated k i , we construct a compensation function defined as H D i = exp(−j2πk i f r m T r ). Multiplying s i (t, m ) with H D i , we can obtain the result of compensation as
Thus, the Doppler frequency ambiguity has been compensated, and the range migration has been eliminated thoroughly for high-speed target. Because different targets have different motion, the target can be distinguished according to the optimal inclination angle. If there are multiple targets, the Doppler frequency ambiguity should be compensated separately.
For arbitrary carrier frequency f i , the theoretical value of k i is k i = 2vf i cf r , and that of v i_amb is v i_amb = v − cf r 2f i k i . Therefore, all carrier frequencies may not share the same Doppler ambiguity factor. Furthermore, the ambiguous velocity varies from one carrier frequency to another definitely, which needs to be unified before integration among echoes of different carrier frequencies.
C. COMPENSATION FOR AMBIGUOUS VELOCITY
In this subsection, we adjust the ambiguous velocity for different carrier frequencies to the same by phase compensation without any prior information. We choose the ambiguous velocity for f 0 , that is, v 0_amb = v− cf r 2f 0k 0 , as reference datum, and compensate that for others to v 0_amb . Then, for arbitrary carrier frequency f i , the difference between v i_amb and v 0_amb can be calculated by
With velocity difference, we can construct a phase compensation function as below
Compensating (15) with (17), we obtain
Therefore, the ambiguous velocity for all carrier frequencies can be adjusted to v 0_amb .
D. COHERENT INTEGRATION FOR ECHOES OF SAME CARRIER FREQUENCY
After the compensation for ambiguous velocity, if MN-points discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is performed to G i (t, m ) during slow-time, the target's energy can be accumulated to a peak for echoes of same carrier frequency. However, the unambiguous velocity range is [0,
] and the resolution is cf r 2MNf i both varying from one carrier frequency to another. Therefore, although the ambiguous velocity has been unified, the velocity coordinate of accumulated peaks is still different, VOLUME 6, 2018 which makes trouble for integration among echoes of different carrier frequencies.
We do M 0 -points DFT to G 0 (t, m ) during slow-time, where M 0 = MN , then the velocity resolution is cf r 2M 0 f 0 , which is employed as reference datum. For arbitrary carrier frequency f i , M i -points DFT should be done for the same velocity resolution, where
. Unfortunately, in the case of FA, we cannot guarantee that M i is integral and thus the required result cannot also be obtained by FFT. Interpolation can calculate the function value of wanted points by that of other known points, thus the result of M i -points DFT can be calculated by that ofM 0 -points DFT using interpolation. In addition, Chirp-Z transform (CZT) is one of the fast implementation methods for interpolation, which calculates the Z transform through spiral sampling [17] , [18] . Therefore, the resolution for different carrier frequencies can be adjusted to the same, meanwhile, the coherent integration can be achieved for echoes of same carrier frequency.
The expression of M i -points DFT for G i (t, m ) is as follows
From (19), we can see that Y i (t, k) can be realized by performing CZT to G i (t, m ) for variable m and the transform step is exp[−j
]. After that, the target's energy can be accumulated as a peak, whose horizontal coordinate is t = 2R c and longitudinal coordinates is k peak = 2v 0_amb M 0 T r f 0 c unrelated to the carrier frequency, where k peak ∈ [1, M 0 ]. Therefore, the target's energy has been accumulated to the same location in Range-Velocity (R-V) plane for different carrier frequencies. Meanwhile, the ambiguous velocity for f 0 can be estimated aŝ
Combining the estimation of Doppler ambiguity factor for f 0 , that is,k 0 , we can get the estimation of target's true velocity asv =v 0_amb +k 0 f r .
It is worth pointing out that (18) is only the expression when m ∈ I i and actually G i (t, m ) ≈ 0 when m / ∈ I i . Meanwhile, Y i (t, k) is obtained by CZT using the column vector of G i (t, m ). Therefore, the condition of zero is not considered in (19), and (19) does not correctly represent the result of coherent integration for echoes of same carrier frequency. There are two parts need to be modified. One is the shape of envelope especially the side-lobes, which is the main difference, but the location of accumulated peak is unchanged. The other is the phase terms in (19). The first one, that is, exp(−j 4πR c/f i ), which is the key for coherent integration among echoes of different carrier frequencies, is inherited from (18) and regarded as a constant in CZT. The second one is obtained from the summation, and there are some changes if the condition of m / ∈ I i is considered, but they are little enough to be ignored.
From the analysis above, (19) can be approximated as
represents the envelope. It is a function of i, t and k.Ã i (k), resulted from the summation, varies from one carrier frequency to another, but the coordinates of the maximum, that is,
is constant unrelated to carrier frequency.
E. COHERENT INTEGRATION AMONG ECHOES OF DIFFERENT CARRIER FREQUENCIES
Extracting the column vector corresponding to the peak in R-V plane for each carrier frequency, and arranging them into a Frequency-Velocity (F-V) plane Z (i, k) in order of frequency, then the variable t disappears and we can get
where Therefore, the k peak -th row of Z (i, k) satisfies the fixed phase difference between data of adjacent frequencies. If IFT is performed to Z (i, k) during frequency, the target's energy would be accumulated further. However, since A(i, k) is a function of carrier frequency and Doppler frequency, the amplitude normalization should be done for better integration.
We do amplitude normalization to Z (i, k) for each column vector, then Z (i, k) can be rewritten as Z (i, k), which guarantees the same amplitude of k peak -th row in Z (i, k). Then, the coherent integration can be achieved among echoes of different carrier frequencies. Because only k peakth row, where the target's energy is accumulated, satisfies the fixed phase difference, we only give the result of IFT for k peak -th row as follows
When there are multiple targets, KT and RT have been proved to be effective in first two subsection of section III. Moreover, after compensation for Doppler frequency ambiguity, targets can be distinguished and processed separately in the subsequent procedures without interaction effect. Therefore, the proposed method is still effective in the case of multiple targets.
The procedures of the proposed method have been discussed in detail and are summarized as Fig. 2 .
IV. SIMULATION
The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by simulations of multiple targets, whose parameters are listed in Tab 1. Fig. 3 shows the PC result of 16 continuous bursts, from which we can see that both #1 and #2 walk across several range bins resulting in ARU effect. For echoes of 1GHz, Fig. 4 shows the result of RT from different view angles, from which we can get that the estimation of Doppler ambiguity factor for #1 is 0 and that for #2 is -2. Due to the discontinuity of trajectory, there are some peaks in the middle of Fig. 4 , which can be ignored.
After KT and compensation for Doppler frequency ambiguity, the corrections of range migration for #1 and #2 are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) , respectively. It is noted that although the range migration has been eliminated for #1 and #2, the energy still disperses slightly due to the discontinuity in time domain and the implementation of interpolation. After ambiguous velocity unification, the results of coherent integration for echoes of same carrier frequency are shown in Fig. 6 . We can find that the energy of #1 is accumulated partly, but the side-lobes are relatively high and further integration is needed. So do the same for #2. Combining the Doppler ambiguity factor, we can get that the estimation of unambiguous velocity for #1 is 100.2m/s and that for #2 is −260.2m/s.
The results of carrier frequency rearrangement are shown in Fig. 7 , from which we can see that the envelope alignment for two targets is achieved in velocity domain separately. Fig. 8 gives the results of the coherent integration among VOLUME 6, 2018 echoes of different carrier frequencies. In terms of #1, the target's energy is accumulated as an obvious peak and the sidelobes are inhibited to a great extent compared with Fig. 6(a) , which is benefit for the improvement of detection probability. So do the same for #2.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section compares the performance of the proposed method with three other methods, that is, the method in [19] , that in [9] and that in [10] , on detection performance, velocity estimation accuracy and computational complexity.
On the basis of moving target detection (MTD) for echoes of same carrier frequency, the method in [19] employs the incoherent integration among echoes of different carrier frequencies. The phase compensation is a useful approach to coherent integration in FAR, which is applied in [9] and [10] . The core of these two methods is parameter searching and phase compensation, and the compensation performance is measured by cost function. The cost function of method in [9] is the peak value and it searches for the maximum, whereas that of method in [10] is waveform entropy and it searches for the minimum.
From the perspective of detection performance, Fig. 9 shows the detection probability of four methods under different SNRs, 1000 times of Monte Carlo simulations are done with P fa = 10 −6 and CFAR detector is used for target detection. Since the method in [19] does not correct the range migration and the incoherent integration is applied ignoring the phase, the detection performance of method in [19] is the worst, which can be seen in Fig. 9 . In [9] and [10] , the improvement of integration performance comes at the cost of computational complexity. Due to the inherent shortcomings of phase compensation methods, such as the rationality of cost function and the compensation accuracy, the detection performance of these two methods is inferior to that of the proposed method. In addition, the performance of method in [9] is superior to that of method in [10] , which indicates that peak value is more suitable for cost function compared with waveform entropy under this condition. The detection performance of the proposed method is better than that of method in [9] . On the condition that SNR<-38dB, the P d of the proposed method is improved about 20%, compared with the method in [9] , that is, higher than 80%, which is enough to distinguish the moving target and noise. Fig. 10 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) of velocity estimation for four methods against different SNR levels. The curve of method in [19] is above that of others when SNR<-18dB, thus its accuracy is the worst in low SNR. Furthermore, this method ignores the ARU and DFM effect, once the target's velocity increases, these effect would become more serious, which results in the degradation of estimation accuracy. For methods in [9] and [10] , the RMSE of both is under 1m/s when SNR>-22dB and the convergence rate of method in [10] is relatively slower. On condition that SNR<-22dB, the RMSE of method in [9] increases slowly and is lower than 5m/s, whereas that of method in [10] increases dramatically reaching nearly 25m/s in -30dB, which is only slightly lower than that of method in [19] . The RMSE of the proposed method is under 2.5m/s in -30dB-0dB, and it is lower than 1m/s when SNR>-26dB. Therefore, the proposed method has higher estimation accuracy compared with the three others.
For computational complexity, MTD and incoherent integration are employed in [19] . The former can be achieved by FFT and the later by summation, and they all can be realized in less than a second. In [9] and [10] , two factors influence the computational complexity. One is the searching space, which would be complicated without any prior information. The other is the searching step, the smaller the searching step, the more time-consuming the searching process. For the proposed method, firstly, there is no iteration except the searching of Doppler ambiguity factor by RT. Because the RT is used to search for the optimal projection angle, the searching process is only a one-dimension one. Moreover, since the factor is an integral number, the searching step of RT can be relatively bigger. Therefore, the iteration times of RT is greatly reduced compared with that of method in [9] and [10] . According to the parameter setting in Tab I, the simulation time for RT is less than 0.4s. Secondly, there are many fast implementations for KT. In the case of parameter setting in Tab I, KT can be fast realized in less than 0.3s by sinc interpolation. Thirdly, no prior information is required in the proposed method. From the analysis above, the computational complexity of the proposed method is much lower than that of the method in [9] and [10] .
For better illustration, #1 is used for simulations. Suppose the searching range of distance is [9km,10km] and that of velocity is [−120m/s, 120m/s]. The searching step of distance is set to be 5m and that of velocity is the resolution of the proposed method for comparison. The average time for 1000 times of Monte Carlo simulations is 0.68s for method in [19] , 201.71s for that in [9] , 230.32s for that in [10] and 26.21s for the proposed method. Therefore, the average time of method in [19] is the lowest, but the performances on detection and velocity estimation accuracy are the worst. The average time of the proposed method is much lower than that of method in [9] and [10] , which verifies the conclusion in the paragraph above. In addition, on equal conditions, the method in [10] is a little more time-consuming than method in [9] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a new method for coherent integration of high-speed target using FA radar, which cannot only be applied to high-speed targets, but also keeps relatively high computational efficiency. After classification of echoes according to carrier frequency, KT is employed to correct the range migration, and RT is applied to solve the Doppler frequency ambiguity. On the foundation of ambiguous velocity unification, the coherent integration is achieved by CZT for echoes of same carrier frequency. Finally, based on carrier frequency rearrangement, the target's energy is further accumulated among echoes of different carrier frequencies. Simulations verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Moreover, good performance on detection performance, estimation accuracy and computational complexity is shown by comparisons. Future work should consider reducing the computational load for real-time implementations and integration for targets with high-order motion.
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